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 Greetings to all LITU members! 
 
Welcome back from our July and August hiatus. By the time 

most of you read this summer vacations will be over, the kids (or grandkids) will be back in school, 
and many of us will be back to work. The “real world” will be upon us. 
 
Our June outing to the Beaverkill was again a great success. Good fishing, good food and 
“beverages”, good music from our own “Rusty Spinners”, good weather, and great company. It 
doesn’t get much better. 
 
LITU’s “Montana Men” made the trek out west again this summer to show those western trout a 
thing or two. Peter Dubno will give us his Montana 2013 presentation at our September Chapter 
meeting. This is always an entertaining and enjoyable presentation. Make sure you attend the    
September 17 chapter meeting. Maybe even bring a friend. Let’s kickoff our new season with a full 
house! 
 
Sadly I have to mention the recent passing of Nick Karas, a superb author, angler and friend of 
LITU, and a real gentleman. Our sincere condolences go out to his entire family. He will be 
missed. 
 
Our Fundraising Committee has been trying to come up with some new ideas that should be both 
fun for our members and successful in raising funds for our Chapter. New ideas are needed and 
always welcome. Please let me know if you would like to be on the committee or if you like,  just 
let me know your idea and I will pass it on to the committee. 
 
 In addition I am always looking for people interested in assuming leadership positions either as 
Board members or as committee members. If anyone has such inclinations please feel free to talk to 
me either at a meeting or privately. 
 
Jeff Plackis has promised the Board to have a stream restoration project for Massapequa Creek in 
place for the late fall season. I know Jeff will not let us down. This project will need volunteers to 
make it work so plan on giving a helping hand when the call goes out for volunteers in the near 
future. 
 
I’d like to take this opportunity to personally thank the Board of Directors and the membership for 
re-electing me for another term As President of LITU. I thank you for your support and truly con-
sider it an honor to serve you. Please feel free to contact me with any concerns or ideas that you 
might have so that together we can move our organization forward. 
 
 Have a restful and safe Labor Day weekend and Rosh Hashanah holiday. 
 
Respectfully, 
Peter Harris 

T.U. 
PHILOSOPHY 

 
We believe that trout 
and salmon fishing 
isn't just fishing for 
trout and salmon.  It's 
fishing for sport rather 
than food, where the 
true enjoyment of the 
sport lies in the 
challenge, the lore, the 
battle of wits, not 
necessarily the full 
creel.  It's the feeling 
of satisfaction that 
comes from limiting 
your kill instead of 
killing your limit.  It's 
communing with 
nature where the chief  
reward is a refreshed 
body and a contented 
soul, where a license is 
a permit to use  not 
abuse, to enjoy not 
destroy our cold water 
fishery.  It's 
subscribing to the 
proposition that what's 
good for trout and 
salmon is good for the 
fisherman and that 
managing trout and 
salmon for themselves 
rather than the 
fisherman is 
fundamental to the 
solution of our trout 
and salmon problems.  
It's appreciating our 
fishery resource, 
respecting fellow 
anglers and giving 
serious thought to 
tomorrow. 

October 2012 

 

Tuesday, September 17 @ 7:30 PM 
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November 2013 
 

November 6 - Board 
                    Meeting   

 
November 19 - Chapter  
                         Meeting   

December 2013 
 

December 4 - Board 
                      Meeting 
 
December 17 - Chapter  
                         Meeting 
         Holiday Party 
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September 2013 
 

Sept 4 - Board Meeting 
 

Sept 17  - Chapter  
                Meeting  

   October 2013 
 

October 2 - Board   
                   Meeting 
 
October 15 - Chapter 
                    Meeting 
*At Caleb Smith Park* 

 

All articles remain the property of the writer and 
may not be reprinted without prior permission. 
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Future Guest Speakers and Happenings 
 
Sept. 17 - Chapter meeting. 
                 Pete Dubno; Montana 2013 
 
Oct. 19 -  Chapter meeting. 
                 **At Caleb Smith State Park** 
 
Nov. 15 - Chapter meeting. 
 
 
Dec. 17 - Chapter meeting. 
                Holiday Party. 

 

As I sit and write this, I’m thinking to myself how time 
really does continue to march on. It waits for no one and 
change will continue to happen no matter what you do. 
 

If you really think you don’t like change, well just wait 
for a bit. Something WILL change in your life whether 
you like it or not. Sometimes for what you perceive as 
better, and sometimes for the worse. 
 

People come into and out of our lives every day. Some 
turn into long lasting relationships while others do not. 
That too is change. 
 

One change that happened just recently I know was for 
the worse. We lost a good friend, a good man, and an  
excellent writer, Nick Karas.  
 

For those of you who didn’t get to know Nick, you 
missed meeting an outstanding fisherman and a real   
gentleman in the truest sense of the word. Nick has been 
a guest speaker at our chapter meetings a number of 
times over the years. I know when I was president, he 
spoke on two different occasions.  
 

Nick wrote over 3500 articles, (yes 3500) for Newsday 
while he was a writer there from 1976 to 1997. He also 
wrote numerous magazine articles and more then a dozen 
books. One of his most famous is “Brook Trout”, which 
is widely considered “THE” book about the species. 
 

Lucky for me I got to know Nick on a semi personal 
level. Over the past ten years or so I had dinner with him 
on a number of occasions and spoke to him on the phone    
several times a year.  
 

Nick literally traveled the world fishing. From Long    
Island to the Florida Keys. From Upstate New York to 
the Ukraine, Nick fished it all.  
 

Have you ever seen the commercials with “The Most   
Interesting Man In the World”? Well, if you’re an avid 
fisherman, that man may have really been Nick Karas. At 
least for me he was. He was a sharp guy, with an equally 
sharp sense of humor. 
 

In my copy of “Brook Trout”, he personalized it to “The 
Greatest Brook Trout Fisherman I’ve Ever Known”.  
 

Like I said, a sharp sense of humor. 
 

His writing and wit will be missed. 
 

Rest in peace my friend. 
 

Jay Mooney 
Editor–in-chief 

Saturday, October 5, 2013  

9:00AM - 4:00 PM 

 

Location                        Stream Champions 

Massapequa Creek..............Jeff Plackis, Marc Gilman 

Nissequogue River..............Ray Thies, Joe Odierna 

Wantagh Creek...................Jay Mooney, John Fischer 

Beaver Brook......................John Fischer, Jeff Plackis 

Crab Meadow Creek..........John Fischer, Bill O’Brien 

 

More help is needed and welcomed! 

Please sign up at the September meeting. 
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LongIslandFlyFishing.com 
Striped Bass, Bluefish, Bonito, False Albacore and  Bluefin Tuna 

Equipment , instruction, drinks, snacks and fun included 

CS ICAGAIN  CHARTERS   

 LIG HT  TACK LE  AND FLY  F I SH ING  O N THE  NORTH  SHO RE ,  MONTAUK  A ND O RIENT  

Custom Scout 235 
Huntington, CSH and Northport 

Full day Half Day or 2 hour ‘quickies’         
Montauk and Orient  Full Day 

Phone: (516)383-0508 

E-mail: Csicagain@hotmail.com 

Captain Robin Calitri 
 
 

Email the editor to be included in future        
listings at:  

LITU Editor@aol.com 
 

FOR SALE: 
Simms L2 wading boots size 5. Felt Bottoms. Brand 
new, never used. Paid $130.00. Asking $75.00. 
 

Simms L2 wading boots. Size 6. Felt Bottoms. Used 
once. As new condition. Paid $130.00 Asking $75.00. 
 

Simms Gore Tex Youth Waders. Size Medium. Used 
gently once for 2 hours. As new condition.               
Paid $200.00. Asking $140.00. 

If interested contact Jay Mooney at                            
AdirondackJ@aol.com .  
 

FOR SALE:  16’ Yamaha Jon Boat. 40 HP Yamaha 
Engine. Front and rear casting platforms. Portable live 
well, fish finder, trailer, many extra’s. Extremely well 
maintained. Asking $3500.                                                  
Call Lou : 347-421-5054 

FOR SALE: “The Fly Factory” fly tying board by  
Oasis, new $119, asking $99. 

14’ Heritage Marquesa Kayak with captain seat, pad-
dle with leash, 2 recessed rod holders, 1 ramball 
mount with rod holder asking $800.                                            
Contact: Pete at Yuskevich53@msn.com 

FOR SALE: St. Croix Legend Ultra 9’, 9WT, 3pc, 
Fly rod. Excellent shape. $150.00. 
 

St. Croix Avid 9’6”, 7Wt, 2 pc. Fly rod. 
 Good condition. $100.00. 
 

LL Bean GQS Guide Series Fly rod. 9’, 5WT, 2 pc. 
$75.00 
If interested contact John Fischer at 516-425-4198. 
 
FOR SALE: 7 1/2 ‘ fiberglass fly rod by Harnell. 6/7 
Wt., 2 pc. Circa 1950’s. Good condition. Original 
owner. Contact Bill O’Brien. 
631-261-3021 
 
 

 

 

LONG ISLAND’S  FLYFISHING SHOP 
SALT & FRESHWATER 

All  Major Brands 
 

Able Reels - Bauer - Scott Flyrods 
Tibor/Pate - G. Loomis - Sage  

St. Croix - S. A. Mastery - Lamson - Rio  
Simms - Airflo—Whiting 

 
 
 
 

“We can outfit you for trips from Montauk to  
Mongolia.” 

The Camp-Site Sports Shop 
 

1877 New York Ave. 
Huntington Station, NY 11746. 

Tel 631-271-4969 
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Federal conservation funding is an important part of 
achieving Trout Unlimited's mission, from programs 
that contribute to  public land acquisition, such as the 
Land and Water Conservation Fund, to those which 
remove culverts and other barriers, like the Fish and 
Wildlife Service's Fish Passage  Program. TU's     
volunteer leaders are some of the most effective   
messengers to tell Congress that while we acknowl-
edge the need to rein in our deficit, we cannot balance 
the budget by eliminating conservation funding. 
 

In the past, many of you joined with us to support      
America's Voice for Conservation, Recreation and        
Preservation, a coalition of organizations that carries 
the message of the importance of these funding     
programs to elected officials. Just before the August 
congressional   recess, the House of Representatives 
released a bill that would set the funding levels for 
the Department of the  Interior and Forest Service, 
among other agencies with whom TU partners. The 
cuts in the bill were so drastic – including the       
complete elimination of the Land and Water         
Conservation Fund, the North American Wetlands 
Conservation Act, and State and Tribal Wildlife 
Grants- that the coalition saw a need to highlight the     
urgency of these potential funding cuts and send a 
new, updated letter to Congressional leaders. 
 

We hope you will read the detailed packet of material 
(link below) that includes background information on 
funding levels, facts and figures that support our  
message, and the updated letter. And we hope you 
will consider signing the letter. You can sign the   
letter here: http://www.avcrp.org/take-action/take-
action/ by entering your information in the right-hand 
side. 
 

Packet Link : http://www.avcrp.org/wp-content/
uploads/2013/08/AVCRP-Packet-to-Partners-
Final.pdf 

 
 

The Long Island Fly Rodders  
meet the first Tuesday of each month at 

 Levittown VFW Hall at 8:00 PM. 
55 Hickory Lane 
Levittown, NY 

 
www.liflyrodders.org 
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Keep Guides from Freezing 
Here's a tip that will be beneficial to those of you who 
fish for trout in winter.  Fishing in freezing weather  
inevitably means that rod guides will freeze up.  Try 
using "Rain-X," available in all auto stores, to help   
prevent ice.  Apply the Rain-X to the rod guides the day 
before you plan to fish and allow the liquid to dry   
thoroughly before placing the rod back in its case. This 
should help prevent freeze-ups.  But, do not apply  
Rain-X to your fly line-it may damage the 
Finish and Line.  Bill Weidemann 
 
Permanent Labeling for Plastic Boxes  
To prevent markings on plastic gear and fly boxes from 
being rubbed off, use a permanent marker to label your 
boxes and then coat the marking with clear Sally     
Hansen "Hard as Nails" polish.  Once dry, it prevents 
the markings from being smudged or rubbed off.       
Red Ratcliffe 
 
Tricks with Return Address Labels  
Remember to bring a sheet of peel-off address labels to 
fishing shows. They come in handy for catalog requests, 
raffle tickets, mailing list requests, etc. This way, the 
only thing you have to add in most cases is your       
telephone number.  They are also useful for identifying 
rod tubes. Just stick them in position and cover with a 
thin layer of thread winding cement or 30-minute epoxy 
(5 minute epoxy will yellow after a while).                
Jim Soychak 
 
Storing Adhesives  
Put Aquaseal and similar materials in the freezer to  
increase the longevity of these products after they're 
opened. You might get several years of use from a 
product that is stored in this way.  Dick Jogodnik 
 
Storage of Small Feathers  
One of the best storage containers for small feathers, 
particularly those used for soft hackles, is a small, 
hinged metal box such as those that were used to    
package Sucrets and / or Altoids mints.  This type of 
compact container won't crush the feathers (unless the 
box is overcrowded), allows easy access to the feathers, 
and permits the use of mothballs or crystals without 
damaging the box (mothballs harm plastic).  The      
contents of the boxes can be labeled on the outside edge 
and can be stacked nicely in your tying area. 
 
Send your tips to KensTUTips@verizon.net 

                                            
 

 

DEC Awards $564,000 in Grants to Mitigate  
Flooding, Improve Water Quality and Identify   

Effective Shoreline Protections 
 
The New York State Department of Environmental          
Conservation (DEC) Hudson River Estuary Program, in   
partnership with the New England Interstate Water Pollution 
Control Commission (NEIWPCC), had awarded 11 grants 
totaling more than $484,000 to fund projects that contribute 
to watershed resiliency in the face of climate change, DEC 
Commissioner Joe Martens announced today. In addition, the 
Stevens Institute of Technology and ARCADIS were awarded 
$80,000 to research effective shoreline protection strategies in 
New York City.  
 
"These grants further Governor Cuomo's vision of building 
back smarter and better after recent devastating storms, while 
aggressively adapting to on-coming climate change," DEC 
Commissioner Martens said. "These projects will   enhance 
the environmental health of the Hudson estuary and help  
mitigate the impacts of flooding."  
 
"NEIWPCC is pleased to be able to support Hudson River 
Estuary communities take steps to mitigate flooding in the 
watershed by enhancing the ability of the natural environment 
to slow and absorb water," said Ron Poltak, NEIWPCC    
executive director. "Recent severe storms have shown us that 
the threat of an ever-changing climate is real and it is         
essential that communities prepare themselves for future 
events."  
 
The grant to ARCADIS will help explore how natural  buffers 
(green infrastructure) can be used to reduce erosion and  
property damage from storm surges, wave action and flooding 
caused by coastal storms along New York City, while also 
sustaining a healthy ecosystem. The shoreline protection 
strategies, such as natural or engineered reefs, islands, or 
marshes, will be analyzed for protective function, ecological 
values, restoration or construction cost, maintenance         
requirements, and resiliency to coastal hazards.  
 
The funding will help achieve goals of the 2010-2014 Hudson 
River Estuary Action Agenda, a forward-looking plan for 
conserving, protecting and revitalizing the Hudson River   
estuary. Grants totaling more than $484,000 will be awarded 
to the following organizations:  
 

LHCCD, City of Kingston, Town of Hamptonburgh, SUNY 
Reseatch Foundation, eDesign DynamicsforCity of New-
burgh, Riverkeeper, Orange County Water Authority, Siena 
College, Town of Hyde Park, SUNT New Paltz, and        
River Haggie Outdoors. 
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The ride out was uneventful with an early start getting us over the GW before 7 AM. We stopped in State 
College to pick up a new reel for Jim and for me to look at wading boots. Their selection was limited. We 
also managed to buy a few flies – Sulphurs of various designs and some Little Juniata “Green Weenies.”  
We arrived at the Inn and had a burger even though the kitchen was closed – such is the service of Debbie, 
the proprietor. Unfortunately, she has the place up for sale and may not be there next time.  It is a house 
built in the 1700’s by William Penn and has served as a dairy farm and summer resort for the “sitting” 
crowd of the past decades; back when people of our age didn’t exert themselves on vacation.  The place has 
charm and comfortable rooms and Jim kept telling me that I would not believe the breakfast they put out. 
 

We waited for Bob to arrive to coordinate our weekend and 
get the lay of the land. We caravanned around the Little      
Juniata looking at the various pools – the Barre pool, the   
Yellow House pool, the Quarry. The Inn also sits on the river 
and one could fish immediately behind it but we all know the 
fishing is always better wherever you are not. 
 
 Jim and I followed the crowd to the Quarry and were told to 
just walk through the woods across from the cars and we 
would find the river. What we found was a healthy trickle.  

“Drive 300+ miles for this?” I thought, but figured there had to be something to it. We started to work it. 
After a short while Jim came down to me and was certain this was a mistake. As we headed back to the car 
a local was heading in.  Jim asked him if that was the river. He said it was and that it was great. “Lots of 
fish, wild fish, amazing.” We both scratched our heads and began to climb in the car.  Our new friend came 
back out waving and shouting for us to hold up. He realized we were trying to fish a little side channel and 
offered to take us to the river. He led us to a beautiful spot which had no one else working it and fish rising. 
I tossed a March Brown in and had an immediate hit. Jim followed with the first fish in the net for the trip. 
What a nice fellow. 
 
We each caught a few fish and on dries, as I recall. I know I worked one which had been rising just off a 
bank-side tree the whole time and finally hooked and landed him – a beautiful brown that jumped at least 3 
times. Jumping browns! Wild fish! A great start.  We headed back to the Inn for dinner in the tavern about 8 
PM. Dinner was good bar fare and we turned in a very tired duo. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued next page) 

 

By Tom McCoy 
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Friday was planned as a guide day. Eric Stroup runs the guide services for the area and provided about 5 
guides for the group. Jim and I were assigned Heather, a 24 year old national fly fishing junior champion 
who was personable. Jim had used her last year and was glad to have her again. There is no float on this 
river so it’s a walking guide tour and the nature of the fishing is that you go to a pool early and stay until 
dark – securing a good spot for the evening hatches and spinner falls, should they occur. I think the river is 
only 14 miles long and much of it is either difficult to access or private, so spots are limited. We chose the 
Yellow House Pool just upstream of the Spruce Creek Fly Shop on Route 45. 
 
This river was a sewer in the 60’s and has recovered well once the polluting (paper mill and human waste) 
was stopped. Its limestone springs produce the best water for growing healthy, wild trout and although    
initially planted with fingerling stockies, today the population is 80% wild born.  Fat 14 - 16 inch fish are 
common with even the smallest putting up a fight 3 times his size. 
 
So we walked into the river and worked downstream of the rail road trestle. An active (very active) freight 
line criss-crosses the river for much of its length. Nymphs were the method of choice for the day time. I was 
rigged with a double or triple with an indicator. Pheasant Tail, March Brown (a fat pheasant tail), green soft 
hackle caddis pupa and Green Meenies were the likely patterns. 
 
Jim had his 10 foot Hardy Grey and was direct line nymphing. He hit a bunch of fish though the day in the 
troth below the RR. I moved under the bridge and above it, working likely pools and holes with little      
success.  Heather asked me to try the direct line technique and so I agreed to take off the indicator. Instead 
she just gave me her rod, an 11’ Sage already rigged. The flies were heavily weighted so no split shot was 
needed. She explained that she was not fishing the swing but rather the immediate upstream drift. Flip the 
rig upstream, keep the line tip out of the water and lead it downstream in front of the flies without pulling 
them. Once past, you just flip it up again. Vary line length a little, but not much. Move your feet instead. 
Try to cover the water methodically, line by line, closest to farthest.  To accommodate this style it was    
better to hold the rod parallel to the surface of the water, turning the reel sideways – in effect holding it 
shoulder high. This also helped in the proper hook set (not that I got to try one) which is to the side rather 
than up; no “high sticking” and swinging nymphs; no bobber.  I worked at it for a while and was getting the 
hang of it when the first rises started.             
 
I told Heather I’d like to sit for a while and she sat with 
me as we watched the rises multiply across the stream in 
the bubble filled back eddy.  She began to give me some 
guide wisdom on how one rise does not make a rising 
fish. I told her I wait until the same fish comes up 3 or 4 
times in the same spot. “There, that’s 2 for that guy.” 
Earlier she was asking me how long I had been fishing 
and when the answer was given she asked ”So why do 
you need me?”  I looked at her and smiled; then added, 
“I am a guest and besides, I can always learn something new. “ 

(Continued next page) 

 
(Continued from page 7) 
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An emerger or a dun – either way a Sulphur was the choice. I tied on a parachute. There was fast water   
between me and the fish and some trees both fore and aft. It would have to be a high cast with a significant 
upstream rod check to allow the fly to sit in the back eddy for more than a few seconds.  Not an easy feat. I 
moved as close as comfortable with the water approaching my waist and pulled line off my reel.  I started 
the cast from downstream to get the line moving and then circled it around my head and launched it high 
above the target followed by moving the rod tip abruptly upstream. The effect was that the line and leader 
landed in a pile in the back eddy. The current then moved the line with it and I threw in a big mend.  I could 
see that the fly was undisturbed. In fact it was moving upstream in the flow of the eddy. After more time 
than I deserved, the current whipped it out of the pool and downstream – like a shot! Powerful  water. I   
repeated the routine always targeting a fish below where I was standing. There were many rising now which 
was distracting. I had to focus on one fish. I did. He took it! Fish on! 
 
It was the first of many as I worked my way through all the flies I had in this pattern. Then I put on a March 
Brown. Bam!  Then an Adams. Bam! It was my time.  Jim and Heather had come down on the other side 
and he was feeding the fish on a similar eddy upstream from me and also having success. 
 

A fellow came up the bank and was watching. After a respectable 
time he asked if I’d mind him fishing the lower part of the pool. 
“Come on in.” was my reply.  He fished a bit and then came over 
to say hello as I changed flies. The parachutes were working their 
way up the post on these flies after so many bites. I made a note 
to add more cement in the future. He told me he had fished this 
spot before and had the day of his life here about 10 years ago.  
He then complimented my casting and headed for home.  Nice 
man. 
 
I had thanked the almighty already for this experience but        
petitioned Him for just one more before packing it in.  He      
complied.  I was tempted to ask for one more but darkness was 
coming and I had to cross back over up at the bridge so I called it 
a day. 
 
Back at the Inn Heather called the other guides to see how       
everyone did. She came over with a big smile. She announced 
that Jim and I did better than all the others.  I asked if she was 
counting.  She said 9 for me and 13 for Jim. I try not to count but 
sometimes it’s nice to know. 

 
 

 
(Continued from page 8) 
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When Nick Karas released Brook Trout in 1997, it carved out a comprehensive history of the fish where 
none existed before. Thus, it was no surprise that his work became the seminal reference book for the      
beloved but often abused native eastern brook trout. Now the trained fisheries biologist, Navy veteran and 
accomplished author answers Trout’s questions about what inspired him to write this modern conservation 
classic.  

When did you start your writing career? 

 Actually, in high school. I used to write for the school newspaper. Then in undergraduate I edited my     
college yearbook at Johns Hopkins University. And then I went to graduate school at Syracuse University 
and added a master’s of journalism to it all. So I’ve been a writer all my life. I was [also the outdoor editor 
at Newsday] for 26 years. 

 What drew you to write this book about brook trout—one that many consider to be the definitive 
work on the subject? 

 I was so fascinated by it as a kid. I was 11-years-old when my uncles took me to go trout fishing and I 
caught the first brook trout at a little stream in upstate New York. And as I held it in my hand I was so     
impressed by its colors. It’s just absolutely beautiful, I still think it’s more beautiful even than saltwater      
species. 

 What were the historical challenges to brook trout survival and what challenges do they face today? 

 Brook trout can adapt to quite a few environments, more than any other char or trout. I’ve seen brook trout 
and their ability to withstand acidic waters. So they survived until it just got to be too much and that’s when 
the Adirondacks were cleaned out by the acidic rains from the mills and from the [pollution from] the   
East-Central United States. It affected the brook trout in Canada and everywhere else. But one of the biggest 
challenges was fish culturists reintroducing other species. 

 What’s your favorite place to fish for brook trout? 

 That’s difficult to say. Each environment is somewhat different to some degree. But what makes the brook 
trout unique is that it only picks the most pristine environments to reproduce. Anywhere—a little mountain 
stream on the top of the flats there, or tidal waters or salt water—fishing for brook trout has fascinated me. 
Especially brookies, since they’re anadromous fishes. 

 
 (Continued next page) 

 
By Samantha Carmichael 
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How did you go about your research? 

This is long before the Internet. Being a scientist, I have a lot of this stuff available to me. The literature on 
brook trout was very scant. A guy in Maine wrote one that was more of a travel book for brook trout. But 
the earliest one was in 1903. The club up in Maine had somebody put together a book and that was very 
scanty but the most definitive book at the time. I had published 14 or 15 books, so when I decided to write 
about brook trout I wanted to do it so thoroughly that no one in their right mind would ever try to write    
another book about it to compete with it. And I think I achieved that. 

 How did you feel after finally committing all of that research to the page? 

 There was no more to write. It was a bittersweet feeling. It still is. But I felt as the book was done, and they 
upgraded it to the second edition, I felt I’d lost a friend in a way. 

 Are there any new challenges since you wrote the book? 

 Brook trout in the Adirondacks lost 90 percent of the waters they were in because the acidity [rose to] a 
level that even brook trout could not tolerate. Acid rain is still not totally in control, there’s still some degree 
of it going on but the biggest problem is a change in environment. And what you stock in it is very impor-
tant. There are seven definable strains of brook trout. And brook trout populations that have not been      
contaminated by stocking hatchery brook trout survive much better and reproduce better in these             
environments. 

 Has the outlook changed positively or negatively since you released the book? 

 I think the brook trout is the master of its own future. By moving into waters where it can continue to re-
produce, it’ll survive. As long as the environment is not denigrated past a certain degree, they will. And I 
think the environment is not being denigrated as much now as it had been. 

 Are you working on anything else now? 

I just finished my second novel, The Last Whaler, a whaling novel. I’ve written two novels, 13 books. Three 
or four of the books were quasi-scientific like Brook Trout. The Striped Bass is just as classic a book. I did 
that one, too. Many anglers can’t believe the striped bass is really a freshwater fish. 

 

Above article reprinted from TU’s Trout Blog 2010. 

(Continued from page 10) 
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